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Some simple back-grounding 

• A wide recognition that ‘grand societal challenges’ have had 
difficulty to be more than a policy discourse 

• Missions are thus seen as a means/channel/process through 
which to initiate actions that may develop solutions to 
perceived dimensions of the identified societal challenges.  

• They thus are supposed 
- to focus on a clearly set-out problem (e.g. plastics in the 
oceans or dementia) 
- with the objective of developing solutions. 



2 core considerations on ‘solutions’… 

• Missions are not about experiments or prototypes, but about 
their ‘generalisation’ in society 

• This means that results cannot stop at the level of principles 
or proofs of concepts, they need to be transformed in 
products and/or services tested in ‘real’ conditions.  

• And this requires that institutional, organisational and legal 
aspects are incorporated in the development, and that social 
and normative dimensions are considered as intrinsic 
dimensions of such developments. 

• This may be why we speak of ‘system transformation’ 



… and 2 core implications 

• This drives to completely different socio-technical 
‘arrangements’ compared to ‘classical’ product based 
innovations (even when taking into account the lessons about 
the role of future users).  

• This questions the ways in which different ‘vertical’ (sectoral) 
policies function. Our colleagues speak of transformative 
policies, that reconsider existing administrative borders.  



Missions are ‘problem solving’ 

• A first issue is about delineating problems within a societal 
challenges 

• One key aspect of this delineation is that the problem is 
considered legitimate in our democratic countries 

• Thus we need  to focus on the process through which an issue 
is identified, shaped as a problem and considered as a priority 
within the wider frame of the ‘grand societal challenge’ 
 



The 3 questions asked to the 
workshop 

1. How would you phrase problems (and what connection with 
‘grand challenges’)? And Who should be in charge of shaping 
and selecting problems? 

2. What types of change in policy formats and what type of 
policy mixes? 

3. What new types of policy instruments do we need for 
enabling the operationalization of ‘transformative policies’? 

 



• We worked in two rounds 

• Round 1: 6 Groups (30 persons) dealt each with one question 

• Each group selected in 20-25 minutes 5 core dimensions or 
messages they wished to underline and wrote them  

• The 2 groups dealing with the same question gathered, looked 
to the points made, and proposed a way to combine them, re-
order them producing their synthesis (15-20 minutes). See 
results in appendix 

• And the overall synthesis follows! 

 

The concrete format 









Critical elements to define a mission 

• Concrete problem  

• Associated with sense of urgency and need  

• Going beyond innovation & technology  

• with a goal, time frame but not too deterministic 

• Transparent about equity aspects & ethical aspects 

  



Who should ‘shape’ & ‘select’ missions 

• One motto (& 2 new words!): ‘repolitisize’ / ‘debureaucraticize’ 

• not R&I in the fist instance 

• ensuring competence & legitimacy 

• interaction between societal stakeholders plus expert 
communities via different modalities (open consultation, 
parliament, CSO…) 

 

And PL’s surprise: we are in democracies, but we live in a clear 
‘executive bias’ and have difficulty to put parliaments at the core of 
the selection process (and as organisers of consultations & 
engagement of organised actors, and in particular CSOs)  



What policy formats & mixes 

• Long term strategies beyond Horizon Europe (less tied to 
political changes)  

• More inclusive policy formats (cross government, involving 
new actors) driving to Societal buy in & inclusion   

• Institutional changes / in particular regulatory framework that 
create incentives for more resources to be put towards 
missions by actors: industry but also (PL’s addition) NGOs, 
‘charities’ and foundations. 

• More international policy coordination   

• SSH in driving seat?  

• Open data to generate trust & transparency 



What implementation? 

• it needs to be collaborative, co-ordinated, holistic, 
everywhere 

• It needs involvement of the unusual suspects & stakeholders   

• there needs to be an integrated evaluation process that feeds 
in the development of the mission  

• It needs to be adaptive over time  

• it needs to be rallying for citizens and needs buy-in with 
effective communication 

• An open question: use new techniques (AI & …) to identify 
stakeholders & areas to consider  



Appendix:  
the writing of the 3 groups 



Raw data on Q1: What and Who?  

• Synthesis: ‘repolitisize’ / ‘debureaucraticize’ 

• G1a points On what: concrete problem / mobilisation & inspiration, 
beyond innovation & technology, with a goal, time frame but not 
too deterministic 

• G1a points on Who: It depends / politicized, not R&I in the fist 
instance, ensuring competence & legitimacy / (lack of a 
comprehensive approach?) 

• G1b on what: create sense of urgency and need / transparency 
about ethics dilemmas (equity) / scaling up and generalisation more 
broadly / new financing  & business / models in ‘absence” of 
certainty about markets (i.e. not constructed yet) 

• Gb repolitisize: interaction between societal stakeholders plus 
expert communities via different modalities (open consultation, 
parliament, CSO…) 



Raw data on Q2: policy formats & mixes 

• Synthesis: long term beyond Horizon Europe / start ‘smart’ with a mission 
(i.e. zero waste) / SSH in driving seat + societal buy in & inclusion / Open 
data, trust & transparency 

• G2a: long term strategies (less tied to political changes) / more inclusive 
policy formats (cross government, involving new actors in developing 
questions) / new institutional changes / regulatory framework that create 
incentives r more resources to be put towards missions (e.g. encourage 
industry to contribute)  drives to more clarity & predictability for private 
sector / More international policy coordination to tackle cross-cutting 
societal challenges/missions / data: governments need to be better at 
using data, more open data, data for generating and building trust 

• G2b Timescale beyond horizon Europe / smart grand challenges / 
governance-transparency / SSH in the driving seat 



Raw data on Q3: what implementation 

• Synthesis: it needs to be collaborative, co-ordinated, holistic, everywhere / 
there needs to be an integrated evaluation process / it needs to be 
sustainable & adaptive over time / it needs to be rallying for citizens and 
needs buy-in with effective communication / can we use disruptive 
technologies to develop & identify key areas 

• G3a: mix of policy instruments with co-ordination, timeliness, subsidies, 
studies, flexibility / needs involvement of the unusual suspects & 
stakeholders / integrate evaluation processes (go - no go gates) (provides 
feedback on progress) / institutional coordination / use of AI & machine 
learning to select moon shots/grand challenges + identify stakeholders 

• G3b: sustainability, long-term, institutionalisation / systemic linking 
different areas & society / collaborative, inclusive / holistic / 
communication / evaluationable / funding 

 


